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A Warm Welcome to the UCI Libraries

Libraries User Guide Goes Online
The UCI Libraries has put its handy UCI Libraries User Guide online at:
for your convenience. This guide introduces the vast array of
collections, services, and classes offered by UCI Libraries. The UCI
Libraries are also your gateway to the extensive collections of all
the other UC campus libraries.

Library Renovation Projects
This past summer the Libraries began a series of reconfiguration and
renovation projects to improve space in Langson Library, Science Library,
and the Library Gateway Study Center in support of campus growth. The
projects will provide more inviting research space and furnishings for
users, greatly expanded desktop and wireless computing, and result in more
efficient use of space. In order to minimize disruptions to library
users, the projects will be conducted in phases, spaced out over the next
few years. Notices identifying the currently affected areas will be
posted in each building as well as on
http://facilities.lib.uci.edu/spaceplanning/
where you can also sign up to receive email updates and learn more
about the projects. We apologize for any inconvenience these projects
may cause. Please contact this special email address to ask questions
or provide feedback at any time libspace@lib.uci.edu